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"NASA research mathematician Katherine Johnson is
photographed at her desk at Langley Research Center in 1966" by
NASA is in the public domain.

Who Is Katherine Johnson?
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2017

Katherine Johnson (1918-2020) was an African American physicist and mathematician who worked at NASA
during the early years of the space program. In this biography, the NASA Science Team describes Johnson’s
early life and her time working on their space missions. As you read, take notes on the challenges Johnson
faced along her career path.

Katherine Johnson was an African-American
mathematician who worked for NASA from 1953
until 1986. She was a human computer. In a time
when minorities held very few jobs in
mathematics and science, Johnson was a
trailblazer. Her work in calculating the paths for
spaceships to travel was monumental1 in helping
NASA successfully put an American in orbit
around Earth. Then her work helped to land
astronauts on the moon.

What Was Katherine
Johnson’s Early Life Like?

Katherine Johnson was born in 1918 in White
Sulphur Springs, West Virginia. As a very young
girl, she loved to count things. She counted
everything, from the number of steps she took to
get to the road to the number of forks and plates
she washed when doing the dishes.

Johnson was born with a love for mathematics. At
a young age, she was very eager to go to school.
Even when she was in her 90s, Johnson could vividly2 recall watching her older siblings go to school,
wishing so much that she could go with them. When Johnson finally did start school, she so excelled
that by age 10, she was in high school. By age 15, she’d started college!

[1]

1. Monumental (adjective): great in importance, extent, or size
2. Vivid (adjective): producing strong or intense mental images
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What Did She Study in College?

At West Virginia State College, Johnson became immersed3 in the math program. She loved being
surrounded by smart people, she said, and knew all of the professors and students on campus. One of
her math professors, the renowned Dr. William W. Schiefflin Claytor, recognized Johnson’s bright and
inquisitive4 mind. “You’d make a great research mathematician,” he told her. (A research
mathematician does many things, one of which is solving large math problems.) Then Claytor helped
her become one.

Johnson said, “Many professors tell you that you’d be good at this or that, but they don’t always help
you with that career path. Professor Claytor made sure I was prepared to be a research
mathematician.” Claytor made sure that Johnson took all of the math classes she needed to pursue her
life’s passion. He even created a class about the geometry of outer space — just for her. Geometry is
the study of lines, angles and shapes.

At age 18, Johnson graduated with very high grades and degrees in mathematics and French.

What Did She Do After College?

When Johnson graduated from college, the United States was still segregated. During this time,
“segregation” meant that different races were separated from each other in many places and activities.
African-Americans were rarely able to have jobs in mathematics and science. It was also very unusual
for women of any race to have degrees in mathematics. At that time, the only professional job
available to Johnson after graduation was teaching. She taught school for a number of years but
stopped when she married and had children. In 1952, she started teaching again to support her family
after her husband became ill.

How Did She Get to NASA?

When Johnson was 34 years old, she applied for a job at the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, or NACA. NACA was the name of the government agency that later became NASA. In the
early to mid-1950s, NACA was just beginning its work on studying space. NACA was hiring women —
including African-Americans — to be “computers.” These female computers calculated the
mathematics for the engineers who were working on the space program. The first time Johnson
applied, all of the jobs were already filled. She was disappointed, but she didn’t give up. Johnson
applied the following year, and that time the agency offered her a job. She took it and worked with a
large group of women who were all computers like her.

What Did She Do for NASA?

As Johnson worked on math problems with the other female computers, she would ask questions. She
didn’t want to just do the work — she wanted to know the “hows” and the “whys,” and then the “why
nots.” By asking questions, Johnson began to stand out.

[5]

3. Immerse (verb): to involve oneself deeply in a particular activity or interest
4. Inquisitive (adjective): curious
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“Who Is Katherine Johnson?” from NASA Knows by Heather S. Deiss and Denise Miller (2017) is in the public domain.

Women were not allowed to attend meetings with the male engineers and scientists. Johnson wanted
to go to these meetings to learn more about the projects, so she went. She became known for her
training in geometry and began to work with teams made up of men. Eventually, she was recognized as
a leader, and the men increasingly relied on her to have the answers they needed.

In 1958, NACA officially became NASA. Shortly thereafter, Johnson became part of the space team. She
began calculating the flight path, or trajectory path, for the rocket to put the first American in space in
1961. That American was astronaut Alan Shepard. The engineers knew when and where they wanted
Shepard’s space capsule to land, but the tricky part was to calculate when and where the rocket would
have to launch. Johnson figured it out! And in February 1962, her calculations helped put the first
American into orbit around Earth. His name was John Glenn.

In September 1962, President John F. Kennedy charged the country to send a man to the moon. The
math calculations for sending a man to the moon were similar to those for putting a man into orbit.
But this time, a lot more calculations were involved. This mission would include a crew of three
astronauts launching from Earth to the moon; two astronauts landing on the moon; and then all three
returning successfully back to Earth.

Johnson worked with the NASA team to figure out where and when the rocket needed to be launched
to put it on the right path to land on the moon. Once again, Johnson’s calculations were instrumental in
NASA’s success. With the information she provided, astronauts walked on the moon for the first time
on July 20, 1969. They returned safely to Earth on July 24, 1969. All of this happened, in part, because of
Johnson and her love of mathematics.

What Did She Do After NASA?

Katherine Johnson retired from NASA in 1986. In 2016, she received honorary doctorates in science
from West Virginia University and West Virginia State University.

After her retirement, she enjoyed traveling, playing bridge (a card game), and spending time with her
family and friends. She also liked to talk to students about school. She often told students to keep
studying and to work hard. She encouraged students to learn more about mathematics and science —
and to never give up on their dreams.

Katherine Johnson passed away in 2020, at the age of 101.

[10]

[15]
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Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.

1. PART A: Which of the following statements best describes the central idea of the text?
A. Katherine Johnson overcame racial and gender discrimination and became one

of the top mathematicians at NASA.
B. Katherine Johnson wanted to work for NASA, but her status as an African

American woman prevented her from doing so.
C. Katherine Johnson was responsible for designing the first space probe sent to

the Moon.
D. Katherine Johnson had a difficult childhood, but after beginning work at NASA,

she faced less discrimination.

2. PART B: Which section from the text best supports the answer to Part A?
A. “In a time when minorities held very few jobs in mathematics and science,

Johnson was a trailblazer.” (Paragraph 1)
B. “Johnson could vividly recall watching her older siblings go to school, wishing so

much that she could go with them.” (Paragraph 3)
C. “As Johnson worked on math problems with the other female computers, she

would ask questions.” (Paragraph 9)
D. “She encouraged students to learn more about mathematics and science — and

to never give up on their dreams.” (Paragraph 15)

3. Which statement best describes the effect of the words “immersed” and “inquisitive” on the
meaning of paragraph 4?

A. They suggest that Katherine Johnson would ask questions of other students to
study more effectively.

B. They suggest that Katherine Johnson was exceeding the expectations her family
had set for her.

C. They show that Katherine Johnson’s professors were committed to helping her
succeed in her career.

D. They show that Katherine Johnson approached the study of mathematics with
energy and enthusiasm.

4. PART A: How do the details about Johnson’s early life in paragraphs 2-3 help us understand
her later success?

A. Her struggles in school show how much she developed during her early life
before working for NASA.

B. By describing her love of counting, the text shows that Johnson was always
passionate about math.

C. Johnson’s enrollment in college at just 15 years old emphasizes how different
she was from her peers.

D. Johnson’s early academic success made her later accomplishments seem less
impressive in comparison.
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5. PART B: Which detail from paragraphs 2-3 best supports the answer to Part A?
A. “She counted everything, from the number of steps she took to get to the road

to the number of forks and plates she washed when doing the dishes.”
(Paragraph 2)

B. “At a young age, she was very eager to go to school.” (Paragraph 3)
C. “Johnson could vividly recall watching her older siblings go to school, wishing so

much that she could go with them.” (Paragraph 3)
D. “she so excelled that by age 10, she was in high school. By age 15, she’d started

college!” (Paragraph 3)

6. How do paragraphs 6-8 contribute to the development of ideas about Johnson’s life?
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Discussion Questions
Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to
share your original ideas in a class discussion.

1. From an early age, Johnson loved math and science. In the context of the text, what is the
goal of education? Is it more important for education to help people achieve their career
goals or to inspire a love of learning? Cite evidence from this text, your own experience, and
other literature, art, or history in your answer.

2. For the majority of Johnson’s early life, many places in the U.S. were still strictly segregated.
In the context of the text, what are the effects of prejudice? How did prejudice impact
Johnson’s pursuit of her career? What lessons can be learned from Johnson’s response to
prejudice?

3. In your experience, how do we define the roles of men and women? How has Katherine
Johnson helped expand the role of women — particularly African American women — in
math and science? How does the larger society benefit when men and women have equal
opportunities? Cite evidence from this text, your own experience, and other literature, art,
or history in your answer.
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Name: Class:

"Walt Whitman Steel Engraving" by Samuel Hollyer (1826-1919) of
a daguerreotype by Gabriel Harrison (1818-1902) is in the public
domain.

I Hear America Singing by Walt Whitman is in the public domain.

I Hear America Singing
By Walt Whitman

1855

Walt Whitman is a famous American poet, often called the father of “free verse,” who wrote during the time
of urbanization in America. As you read, consider the images in the poem and the effect they have on the
mood.

I hear America singing, the varied carols I hear,
Those of mechanics, each one singing his as it

should be blithe1 and strong,
The carpenter singing his as he measures his

plank or beam,
The mason2 singing his as he makes ready for

work, or leaves off work,
The boatman singing what belongs to him in his

boat, the deckhand singing on the steamboat
deck,

The shoemaker singing as he sits on his bench,
the hatter singing as he stands,

The wood-cutter’s song, the ploughboy's3 on his
way in the morning, or at noon intermission
or at sundown,

The delicious singing of the mother, or of the
young wife at work, or of the girl sewing or
washing,

Each singing what belongs to him or her and to
none else,

The day what belongs to the day—at night the
party of young fellows, robust,4 friendly,

Singing with open mouths their strong melodious
songs.

[1]

[5]

[10]

1. Blithe (adjective): carefree, joyous
2. Someone who builds with stone
3. A boy who guides work animals across a farm, drawing a plough
4. Robust (adjective): strong and healthy; vigorous
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[RL.2]

[RL.3]

[RL.1]

[RL.5]

Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.

1. How do the images in the poem contribute to overall theme? Cite at least two pieces
of specific evidence from the text in your response.

2. PART A: In the final line, what does the phrase "€œSinging with open mouths"
suggest about what it means to be American?

A. that they are diverse, open-minded, tolerant people.
B. that they want to be heard.
C. that they are generous and benevolent people.
D. that they are bold and proud people.

3. PART B: Which phrase provides the best support for the answer to Part A?
A. “varied carols”
B. “blithe and strong”
C. “what belongs to him or her and to none else”
D. “delicious singing of the mother”

4. Walt Whitman has been called the father of the free verse. What effect does this
poetic form have on the poem overall?
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Discussion Questions
Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to
share your original ideas in a class discussion.

1. Why is it significant that Walt Whitman discusses the mechanic, carpenter, mason, and
boatman? What is his point?

2. Consider other perspectives: how might the American experience depicted in this poem
differ from that of immigrants, or of African-Americans (remember, slavery was abolished
in 1865 – 5 years after this poem was published)?

3. Compare this poem with your vision of America today. Using supporting evidence, answer
this question: How has America changed over time?
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